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Summary

until lately the bronze clad iron core weights evidently in
every day uie at market places ln Sweden, like Birka and

å'tseinfrerä, have been judged almost on'ly by their weight.

As the weights have corroded, sometimes bad1y, during the
tnin, t'unaröd years in the earth, this is not a very good

näV oi estimaiing their true weight and to ascertain the
weight system used.

(yhlberg in 1980 pointed to the fact that the ball shaped

wäig6is"retained tneir form for a much longer period than
their weight.

His ideas have been developed when studying a new-weiglt! find
irom Häffinds, Burs Parish, Gotland. gut of sone 40 ball
shaoed weiqhti. I5 cou'ld bä measured and calculated using
simble geoåetric mensuration formu'las.

The main weight system was found to be based on a "Unit weight"
of 4.IS 1 0,ÖZ gräms (Standard error).

Similarly a few wejghts from_Biörkö were found to belong to a

ivrt.* bäsed on a 3197 + 0,03 grams "Unit weight"'

The systematic errors are sti'l'l diff icult to estimate, but the
f{quiäs are believed to be accurate within t I % or so' -
Fuither studies are being p1anned.
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I^IEIGHT OR VOLUME ? A STUDY OF BRONZE COVERED IRON WEIGHTS.

By Erik Sperber, The Archeological Research Laboratory,
University of Stockholm.

0ver the years a variety of ball shaped weight pieces have been
found in the Swedish soil. They belong to the centuries around
A.D. r000.

The usua'l type of the ball shaped weights is a sphere, where the
two po'le areas have been cut away by two para'l'le'l cuts at
approximately equa'l distance from the equator. The core of the
weight consists of iron and it'is covered with a thin shell of
bronze. The weights cover the region from some 4 g up to 200 g

or so. The smali.weights are sometimes made of so1id bronze.
Other materials also occur. The most common size of the weights
is 10-40 g.

Very often they bear witness to the skill of the man who made
them. Indeed some are real pieces of art.

Most probably the objects original'ly occurred in sets, but sing'le
we'ights are very common and may lead us to suspect some secondary
use of the pieces.

They were evident'ly costly and may therefore have been kept as
valuable property or status symbols, or perhaps even used as
substitute for money.

The weight pieces constitute an important sourse of knowledge of
early medieval weight systems.

Flnds of weights concentrate in Björkö, that'is the o'ld Birka
township. Lately a large hoard of weights has been found in
Häffinds, Burs parish on the island of Gotland.
This find is the immediate impulse of the investigation reported
here. It conslsts of some 200 pieces, many of which are coroded.
Several, however, are in a relatively good shape.

The Corrosion of the Ba]l Shglred Weights.

The construction of the ball shaped weights impl'ies that they
will corrode typically in a manner distinct from that of solid
bronze weights or solid iron weights.

If two metals are in contact with each others in water or even
with moisture, there wi'll be galvanic currents like in a short
circuited battery. The less nob'le metal will be dissolved as
ions in the solution, where it probably will be transformed
into other products of corrosion, thereby allowing more of the
weaker metal to be disso'lved and the gradual process of
destruction to proceed.
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The ball shaped weights constitute such a systemf the bronze

Åäinö-iÄ.-nö6tÄ. meial and the iron the less nob'le one and

consäquentlY the looser.

If the bronze shell were free of leaks the mo'isture would have

;ö ;ildtuiliiv-äi reäir'ins the iron core and the weisht. would

Uäf,ålä as one ot solid brönze. This seems never to be the case'
however. There arå-always small leaks, mostly at the edges of
the po'lar surfaces.

Tapper, .investjgating the construction of t$Jo wei.gh!s.' suggested

thäl ttre iron cöre oi the weight had been covered with bronze

[V-åipping il in melted bronzä. This being the case, !l.,qre seems

to be no reason wfry teafs should occur mainly at the lids' The

måtter evidently näeds further investigation'

After galvanic corrosion has taken place fol.sg1l time' rust
wiii Oå-tound as lumps attached to the weight and.covering most

öt tnå-weignt surticä. A corresponding.amount wil'l also have

been f ormeä i ns i de the s hel 'l (Fi gure I ) '

From this time on, the weight of the corroded piece is no longer
an exact measure öt-{is öriginal weight' ang measuring the shape

.äräinl-th;-ilit way to chaiacterize-the weight as suggested bv

(yhl berg.

Eventually the lumps of rust'inside and outside the weight may

ti;hiät t'he'leaki in the bronze shell so that the iron corrosion
ii"o.ö|.åainq only slowly. The protective action of iron on

i[e'orånze witl t-lren graäually diminish so that the bronze

öilil;-präcti.åiiv äs if no- i.ron core existed or even slower
;h;;;-i[.-wÄight is-now covered with a compact rust ]ayer.

The corcosion of the bronze surface in the earth mostly proceeds

even'ly, pit corrosion being uncommon.

Provided important losses do not occur, th9 corrosion products al1

i,';;å in-.omhön ttrit iheir vo'lume exceeds that of the meta'l they
*ÄrÄ torred from. Although no corrosions are chemically or !.
pftyiicåtty identical, veiy approximate values of the increase 1n

volume can be given

The rust inside the bronze shell therefore gradual'!.y glpanOs',
,ruuiiv-f iiling ihå iid, '!l the best case onl.y partially so. that
ii;-å;igiråi piaiä-.an ititt be reconstructed. Thjs beins the case'

ii-n,ii i"p.oUa[itV, after the customary .conservation.procedures ' -
åå öåisi6iå io ?inå å-number of "mer-idians" sufficientlv free from

.ö.löiion producti to make a good estimation of the volume of the

weight possible.

The rate of the corrosion is of course difficult to estimate' An,

inteiiigent gr.si-tän-Uä *aåe by observing the edges. and over al'l
uppä..uiiä oi o.namental pits_of artefacts from the bronze age'

5Läh u guess was tnäää U.y Ä1g Bresle. He found 0,2 mm. bronze loss
per I00Ö years a Probable figure.
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Figure 1.

I.
Deterioration of a weight in thö soi1.

Bronze weigrht when buried. Both weight and volume
can be accurately estimated

II.The first pore has appeared in the shelt.The ori-
ginal weight can no longer be estimated. The volume
can still be neasured with good accuracy.

III.Large partsof the shell have been displaced from
their original site. Estimation of the volume is
now difficult and fairly inaccurate.Weighing is
meaninqless.

IV.Essentially only a lump of rust remains of the weight
Neither weight nor volume will give useful
information about the wei.grht.

t--
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Although I find no reason to question-this figure it seems obvious

tnii äöiros.ion oi-a'U.önäe sndtl in close contact with iron should

iräi.Äå ai a slow.. r.i.. For the first few hundred years (?) the

ii^ör-äärö-is isåliificed" at a slowly dim'inishing rate. In the
meantime the weight is covered, in add'ition to the copper.corroslon

ö;ä;.t; *{ir'' å frard cover of iust which can be supposed to offer
additional protection.

the above circunrstances and the inherent variabifity
iåck of precision the mean corrosion rate over the

be around -0rI mm. every 1000 Years.

NumerOus measurements of the thickness of corrosion on several ball
tÄäp"å-*.ighti appear not to contradict this assumpt'ion.

Fig.2. shows in a highly sirnp'lified way the.state of a weight after
soåe 1000 years when iec-overed from the earth'

The wdight w'il1 then be subiect to cleaning 1!g-prgpgration, pro-
åääui:äil involving repeateä treatment with EDTA, fo'llowed by

brushi ng.

The fina'l result wi'l'l depend upon the persona'l opinion of the
conservator. gne may cnöbse to'free thä surface irom all corrosion'
i;;;i;ö"inä-*åigr't i4ir' a blisht polished m9tpl_surface similar to
tfrät oi brand näw wäights. ThTs pi"ocedure takes away all.copper^
ånä tin ihat has been-transformed into oxides. The resulting surtace
w{if U. corresponåingty lower than the original one, according to
the above discussion by some -0rI mm.

This mode of working destroys some of the information that can be

oUtåinåå from the wöigf't. Therefore many conservators.prefer to
iäuu. i[. wÄight-wiih-some of its coppei comosion, sivilg_]!.1-=^"
brownish or a-greenish appearance. As the original co?p:l .9lf9:]:l
l;tä; inciuaås-or-äi-i.äiL-tuv in.luae-ttre poiition of the origl!ai
iriiäc.,.hånces a.å i[ät thå'volume of the'.preserved weight wiil
iöi'iäipötå ;orå oi i.ti closelv to its. orisinalU it!t19:9 yltf '
For thä present inv.tiigation ifis mode of-workihg is much to be

The above discussion makes clear, that measuring the volume of the

wäigft-pieie may'riÄ " p.o*ising way of .determining its weight-with
iö'i'å i.ä.iiion,"evän it tne itäm ii moderately corroded' It also
indicätes some of the errors to be expected'

Measuring technique.

If a weight has a radius of1et's.say I0 mms. - which corresponds

io å masi of some 30 grams - and i? a measurement error of
;ö,i ffi:-1='*-iZi 

-öcöuri-atl 
around the we'ight, it will be found

to weigh Ö,9 grams ( +3 % ) too much.

Figure 2. The search for the long ago.lost original bronze surface'
I.- Bronze weight when newly buried'
ii. g.öniå welötrt when recovered from the soi'l '
iii. 5tåUiiiiÄå"U.onrÄ weight after having been freed from rust

and loose copPer corrosion.
IV. Stabifizea-Uiäni.-*.ight treeO from practically al1 corrosion'
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Evidently the measuring equipment shou'ld make measurements better
ihan to ö,I0 mm. possiSte. flrther, measurements in a'll three
dimensioni are neilt to necessary. Some means for the fixation of
if,e-item ensuring reproductibillty wil'l also be needed.

Ail these conditions were met by a t'likon Profile Microscope (Model

6cT2).Bvmeansofacoordinatetab]eoperatedbymicrometerscrews
ånO-ån ui,.aiibrated- screw for vertical'motion, different surface
ooints of the artefact to be measured, could be brought into.the
iocus of the microscope. An obiective giving- 20 X magnificati0n,
was used as a compromise between the sharp focus requirement and

the need for reasonab'le working space.

Horisontal]y the reproductibility was 0,0I mm. or better'
vårtiåäiiv it amounbed to 0,02 -- 0,03 mm. and was measured by a

dia'l indicator.
llåä..n-ptyiiiui equipment using 'laser rays' computers' etc. ryqulq
nåvå maäe the woili eäsier, but-was not judged necessary considering
the limited number of artefacts available (c. 20) and the un-
certainty invo'lved in the corrosion problems.

The thickness of the bronze shel'l is one of the parameters needed

for the reconstruction of the weights. Several types of instruments

"åre 
Cånsidered, mostly those intänded for the measurements of the

lf i.måti öi påini on inetal, but found unsuitable or too expens'ive'

The problem was solved by H. Freii, working in the Archeological
Reseärch Laboratory. A pärmanent magnet was arranged so that the
magnetic f'low throirgh the poles could be measured. When the pgles
wÄie ptaced near an-iron ai"tefact the magnetic.flow changed'
äÄpÄnåing of the distance between_the poles and the iron, in our
caie depånding on the bronze shell.

The instrument was standardized with a plastic wedggt attached to
u pt.äå oi iion sheet. - The thickness of the shell could be

read to about 1 0'I rm.

The Density of the Weights.

The mass of a weight is not only a function of its volume, it
åöraiiv-aåpenai oi gre density ör both the iron core and of the
bronze shel I .

The only certain way to obtain these figures would have meant

aäitruction of thå weights, a procedure-that cou'ld be considered
p;;;iUiÄ ior one or iwö of the'weights but not for several of them'

Instead, figures for the densities from custgmary sources were

relied upon. Hiltter €.9. saysi ri'io"i. eäwicht dei'reiien Eisens , 7.876 kg/dm", sinkt mit. steigendem
c:ää[åt[-uei I% C auf 7.82 und wird weitei durch Abschrecken
iHårten) um so siarler vermindert ie höher C-Gehalt (0'5 % lu!
i.AOi I% auf rd 7.74 ). Auch Kaltverformung setzt spez. Gewicht

etwas ab. t'
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Our iron - jf not cast iron, for which we have at present no
proof - probably has a carbon content of around 0'5 % or even
iower and it has probably been co'ld hammered. A density of 7.E
would therefore seem possible. Deviations from thjs figure by
more than t 0,5 % do not seem probable.

It seems that casting the iron core wou'ld be the production
method of cho'ice for-semi-industrial manufacturing of bronze clad
iron weights. Such iron has a density of only 7.2' making the
weights iome 8 % lighter, the volume given. - The matter
requires further investigations also regardi!g the ear'ljest time
when cast 'iron techn'ique was available in different parts of
Europe and the Islamic countries.

L. Tapper, working at the t'{useum of National _Antiqui ties . 
in

Stochholm has studied the interior of two ball shaped weights.
He did not measure the density but he found that the core of low
carbon steel had been hammered at a fairly'low temperature, and
had then been heated. The dens'ity of such material may be 7.75 -
7.80 in accordance with the figure 7.8 arrived at above.

As to the density of the bronze shell metal it'is very difficult
to cal cu I ate wi thout knowi ng a1 'l f acts 'i nc1 udi ng i ts compos i t'ion
and, equally important, the treatment the meta'l has undergone.

The density of the bronze vlas set to 8.8 which 'is a probable
va'lue for tin bronze, too low for lead bronze and too high for
zinc bronze (brass).

Not all finds of weights are useful for the est'imation of volume
and calculated weight:

I. The "equator" of the weight should be circu'lar within narrow
'limits. If riot so, the weight-must be in avery good shape' g'iving
the opportunity to measure-several meridians, in order to obtain
an average. The diameter is the most 'i measure, its errors
wi 1'l double n calcula ume o

?. It shou'ld be possib'le to measure the distance between the
"po1es". The pole areas should be parallel.

3. At 'least one, preferably several meridians should be clean
enough to be measured.

4, The rusty areas or rust pecks at the meridjans shou'ld be of
types possiblä to compensate for, by means of the system described
be'l ow.

If the above criteria were to be appf ied strictly' very few
weights would be good enough. Therefore a number of weights of
lowör quality must also be tested. The results from these lower
grades, however, must be regarded with a healthy suspicion.

I

I
I

I

I

;
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Minor rustpecks
A simple system

fiB

areas may be aPProximatelY
been deväloped to that end

corrected for.and
has

(lt tfre bronze metal lies bare. From its appearance it can bev 
concluded that it has been polished.

Correction + 0,I0 mm.

"Normal" brownish or greenish corrosion is present'
fol l owi ng cl ose'ly the metal surf ace.

Correction 0 mm.

O The rust layer or peck is evidently thicker than
can be accePted under

Supposed thickness 0'05 - 0'I5 mm. Correction - 0,I0 run.

The layer is no longer smooth and thin but still
followi the metal sirface the presence of which you

can imagine a few tenths of a mil'limeter below.

supposed thickness 0,I5 - 0,50 mm. correction 0'25 rrn.

It is quite obvious that very many@:4. .cannot be accept:9-!:19.t'
the prdcision of the weight reconstruction becomes unacceptably
p00r.

The corrections : -0rI0 and -0125 were the calculated ones

tröm å number of measurements on iust pecks on weights Burs 15

anå f+q,-whåre the bronze surface could be satisfyingly
äppröxiåaleå unOer the rust by interpolation between c'lean

slFtåc. pointi. The thickness-of the'corrosion cou]d then be

äiti*ii.å by measurements of its surface and also judged bv il:
;;p.;;;;".'Unåe. these circumstances the correlation between the
ifrä-sets of rust esiimation was satisfactory, in other cases it
might not be so good. (Figure 3).

In several of the weights the effect of "normall.y occurrilg
äoriåsion" on the meaiurements could be observed. It usually
äåifåå upon u .or.äi[iön-ot the calculated vo]ume by -I10'8%
(8 observations).

Figure 3. Correction for."rust pecks".
H radius measured.
Ä..-..-O radius' corrected for thickness of rust peck'
\./ v

- - - radtuS'cUrve, COrrected fOr rust peckS and SmOOthed.

F-*---{ extension of rust Peck.
Polar coordinates. Linear magnification I00 x'
;\ppå-i;åtÄ äiiiåncä between consecutive points: B I5 0,6 mm'

B I44 0,4 mm.
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Figure 3-
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Cal cul ati ons .

The vo'lume of any body, whose limits are known' can be calculated'
fnö förmulas neeäed föi this calculation can be found in.proper
täitUöofs. Such cålculations are nowadays mugh easier and quicker
than before thanks to calculators and computers'

The ball shaped weights can be approximated.to rotation bodies'
iiiä räin iärhurai-flä.å used for the calculations wi'll be brief lv
ini.öäuä.d bäiow. Nöttrlng new will be said and those familiar
*iin-srit't calculations mäy well omit reading this chapter.

The following formulas apply to the ca]culation of rotation bodies:

I) The volume of a body generated by rotating a two dimensional
iiör.ä,-.ägriu. ot irFesular, is-obtaineg Fv ryyttinll!1s fhe
aräa oi th; figure with-the way described by its center of
gravi ty.

2\ The surface area of a body generated by a rotating line is
åUiaineU by multip'lying the-lqngth of that line with way

described by its center of gravity.

3) Simpson's ru'le for the area of an irregular figure. The

iiölrå ii aivided into an even !rylef .of panels-, having -
the same wiOtfr, UV drawing parallel lines. The-length of
eich line'.ii måaslrea. Loöfing upon one pai! 9! panels'
its timitinq ( I, and Io ) and center ( Ir ) lines are
joined Uy i-påraåola. nltär some calcuiatfon the combined

ärea of ine lwo panel s wi 1'l be found to be i
h(Ir+4Ir+Ir)

3

The procedure is continued with the next pair of panels.

4) The exact diameter of the weight is very important'' ( i % årror of the diameter witt give 2 % error of
ifre volume of the weight ). A caliper or_micrometer
siiew is usefu'l only if opposite pairs -of points can

be found having a räasonabiy clean surface; that 'is'
with the "righi" degree of corrosion'

The profile microscope gives the possibility of measuring

tnreä points on the äquätor circumference line. The clrcum-
scribeä circ]e can then be calculated'

p=

ä, b, and c are the sides of the triangle observed'

a+b+cs=T
D = the diameter
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The Häffinds, Burs Weights

0f the many weights from Häffinds, Burs,40 ball shaped weights
have now been prepared, stabi'lized and weighed.
The weights between I0 and 60 grams before preperat'ion is
illustrated in Fig. 3. 33 in number: They show some concentration
around 12 grams. Other maxima can be traced but are hardly
stati stical ly significant.

After the preperation procedure, II of these weights were deemed
to be good enough to be measured. Their volume and the correspond-
ing weight was calculated and a'lso shown in Fig. 3 and Table I.
4 more weights below I0 or over 60 grams complete the table. It
is easy to attribute each of a1l the weights to each a multiple
of a unit somewhat over 4 grams.

Three smal'l weights form a separate group of one or three units,
this unit being estimated to be 4,57 grams.
The unit is c'lose to the weight of a Roman solidus coin.

All other weights, except B 2I, have a common unit of 4.23 grams
with a standard deviation of t 0106 g and a standard error of
the average of t 0,019 only.
The probabil'ity that the weight B 2I' weighing ten units of 4.03
grams belongs to the same system is about I/I00 (t-test). It
therefore seems to be good reason to treat B 2I separately.
Indeed, it agrees very well with the Biörkö weights, cf. below.
(The weight B2I is in a poor shape. It was into the study after
dome hesitation, but so were also some of the other weights).

Eight weights, each having been measured 2 - 4 times were'listed
in Tab'le 2 together with their va'lues before and after preparation
in order to show to the superiority of the new method to the
direct weighing practised before or after the customary treatment,
the new method being about 5 times more accurate.

|--
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Figure 4.Comparison beLween sonle Burs werghls'

I. Weights we;ghed when found-

II. t^jeiShf,s measured and weighL calculated af ter st.abi I r.sation-
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Table 1. The t'läff inds, Burs ldeights.

Average ttunit weightrt , B 15, B 8, B 144 not included.
B 21 also nol included.
B 15, B 8, B 144 onlV.

4,21t0,021+ (S.E.)
l+,23x0,o19
t+,57

t\r f)imonqinnq mm Vo lume
ml

tdeisht
9..

Nurnber
of

ttunitstt

"unit lrleight"
Diam. Heisht Bronze

COVEI founc Average found Aver
B 15

B8

B 144

819-3

B 117

816

8 128

B 153

BNF 1

BZ1

B 166

925

840

B 2l+

B 108

11,20

15,41

15,1

15,34

15,55

?1,11

?0,83

21,36

20,-lg

22,11 
I

0

22,70

25,5

2J,5

35,1

3h,6

8,60

11,32

17,4

i 1,98

1?,-16

15,11

16,30

15,1+9

16,60

1-1,31

16,'11

18,9

?1,1

24,1+

26,2

0,7

o,6-l

0,85

0,33

o,75

0,7

0,5

0,8

0,7

o,7

o,7

0,8

0,35

0.8

,6

0,544
0,571

1,700
1,7t+3
1,723
1,612

( 1,806

1,636
1,6J1

1,51

?,8?
2,OJ
2,OB

4,37
4,05
4,41
h,19

å,18
l+,31

4,U1
4,?3

l+,31

5,05
5,19
5,05
4,81

5,31

7,?B
-l,13

7,16
9,55
9,63

17,95
18,31
18,4
17,95

19,42

4,50
h,7a

13,73
th,11
1l,90
13,83

not

13,35
13,91

12,59

16,35
16,76
16,82

3L,96
32,3'l
35,25
33,49

33,36
3l+,31

34,00
33,95

34,63

40,l+6
l+1 ,51
40,41
38,58

42,98 ]

I

58,2g 
i

57,15 
|

5735 I

76,8 I

16,52|

142,0 I

145,7 
I

146,3 i

142,8 I

150,6 I

4,60

13,70

used )

13,61

1?,59

16,55

34,O2
I

33,8t+

33,99

3t+,63

40,30

42,98

57,59

76,58

1l+4,2

150,5

1

3

3

3

l+

I

B

B

I
10 ?

10

14

1B

311

36

4,50
I+,70

4,57
4,JO
L,63
t+,34

I+,45

4,62

l+,?O

4,09
h,21

h,19

4,37
4,05
4,ho
l+,19

h,16
4,29

h,25
4,24

4,33

4.05
4,15
4,04
3,86

l+,3O

l+,16

4,BB
4,10
\,26
u,25

4,18
l+,28

4,30
h,20

4,18

4,60

4,56

4,51+

4,20

h,16

14,25

4,23

4,25

l+,33

4,03

l+,30

L,11

l+r?6

4,24

4,'lB

t
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Table 2.Variance of the Burs Sample after Different "Treatment".
Allfigures exPressed'as estimates of the "Unit of Burs"'

Average 4,08 3,69 (4,18) 4,19

Deg. of Freedom 7 7 15 7

Stand.Dev. t0,5 !0,5 c0,10 s0,10

ueight
Number Size

Units

ldeight
when found

ldeight
after prepara

tdeight acc.to
volume estimation.
founcl avel-age

117

16

128

153

21
I

25

40

24

11

I

I

I

10

14

18

314

5,05

3,92

3,06

4,06

3,98

l+,22

4,09

L,?2

3,78

3,36

2,51

3,76

3,78

l+,11

4,o2

L,17

4,09
L,19
L,21

\,37
4,05
4,40
4,19

4,16
4,29

l+,25

4,2h

4,05
4,15
4,04
3,86

4,15
4,08
4,1o

\,26
4,26

4,18
4,28
4,30
\,?o

I

l+,16

4,25

4,23

4,25

4,O3

4,11

l+,26

.h,zh
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The Björkö weights likewise inc]ude one single weight,
smal'ler one, of 4,6 grams belonging to the seme system
small weights found in the Burs material.

the
for

The rest, I0 weights, typically belong to a system with a
unit of 4.03 * 0,04.

One of the weights, the biggest one, should perhaps not have
been included. One of its polar faces is missing, and the
edge of its bronze mante'l was used instead when measuring its
height. If this edge had been corroded too (which almost
certainly is the case) the vo1ume of the weight might
originally have been as much as 5 % more than now calculated
and the average unit 4.01 instead of 4.03 - The difference
is, however, not statistically significant. In addition we
don-t know whether the weight is 34 or maybe 36 units.

The Björkö weights were chosen for comparison. They were -
like the Burs weights - selected from a big materia'l and
it seems probable that they were selected in very much the
same way.

Five of the Björkö weights were measured both by Kyhlberg
and by the present author. It sas found that some differences
between the both series of measurements existed.
Indeed the old measurements of Kyhlberg gave the value of
the unlt 4.39 grams whereas the new figure was 4.II grams,
a difference of 0.28 * 0.II (SE) grams.

The whole of the difference could be explained by measuring
differences in the diameter and height, 'indeed 2,62 /" in each
direction, making 7.9 % for the volUme (= weight).

This correction, applied to Kyhlbergs data, brings the unit of
Björkö down to 4.07 grams thereby eliminating al'l need for
further explanations.

I

I
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Table 3. The Björkö ldeights.

Average, 71O a not included.

SHIY 5208/217 also not included

4,03t0,04 (S.E.)

4,01 s0,04

Grave
Nr

Dimensions mm. Volume
mI

ldeight
cl

Number
of

"units"

"unit ujeight"
Diam. Heisht tsronze

cover found Average found Average

710 A

395

476

7l+O

SFIM
'14837

710 B

710 C

SHM
14563

SHM
1 3838
SHM

nql

10,9

13,O

114,7

15,t+

15,0

20,4

21,1

20,9

22,O5

34,5

8,5

'10,0

11,8

11,5

10,9

16,3

14,9

15,5

14,8

26,1

0,5

o,z

0,6

o,7

0,55

0,4

0,3

0,8

0,5

0,564

0,995

1,t171

1,564

1,500
1,503

3,89

4,08

4,19
4,01
4,AL

4,53

17,90

4,57

7,86

11 ,85

12,68

12,O8
1?.,10

30,8f

32,19

33,68
32,28
32,51

39,57

1l+1 ,3

4,57

7,86

11,85

12,58

12,O9

30,83

32,19

32,82

39,57

141,3

1

?

3

3

3

B

I
I

10

34?
36?

4,5-l

3,93

3,95

4,23

4,O3
4,O3

3,85

4,O2

u,21
4,03
4,05

3,96

l+,16

3,96

L,57

3,93

3,95

4,?3

4,01

3,85

4,42

4,10

3,96

I+,15

3,96)
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Wei ght SHI'I I3838.

This weight was found in "the Black Earth" of Björkö.
It was included'into the co]lections of Statens Historiska
Museum in 1909 with incomplete descript'ion of the find
circumstances, the find a]so contained some silver pieces,
a fragment of a balance and bronze and iron artefacts.

The weight is a very beautiful piece of art. A1l corrosion
has been removed and the bronze surface polished. It consists
of solid bronze as distinct from a'll other weights studied.

0n one of the polar faces there is an oval pit, 2,5 mm. deep,
measuring c. 4,5 x 4 mm. It may have contained some precious
stone, now lost. The bottom of the pit is bright greenish
b'lue, possib'ly copper containing corrosion products.

The weight 'is especially suited for the study of geometrica'l
probl ems .

- Is the weight really circular in shape ? If not, how
big are the deviations from the true circie ? Two
different diameters were measured with a caliper: 2L95
and ZT.IL Difference 0,16 mm. = 0,7 % ( t 0,36 % from
the mean ).

- The diameter was also calculated from the coordinates
of several points around the equator of the weight :

22,03, 22.05, 22.11, 22,12 : Average = 22,08 :
largest deviation, 0,05 from the average = t 0rZ %.

- When the weight was lying flat on a g'lass plate, the
polar surfaces were found not to be parallel, the b'iggest
deviation being 016 rrn. measure{ over the diameter of a
polar surface (t+ mm.) i.e. 2.5' . This constitutes a

serious problem. For anyone of tfe other weights where
measuring along two meridians 90 apart could not be made,
it would lead to emoneous results or at'least to the
introduction of uncontrolled errors.

- The volume of the upper and lower halves were calculated:
Upper half:
Lower ha]f :

2.300 ml

?.218 n1

2.303 ml

2.?39 n1

Average ?.,392

Average ?.229

(measured from two merldians, 90" åpart).
The difference is 3,3 %.
The pearlike form of the weight was evident from other sets
of measurements too.

Although the weight evident'ly was produced with great skill, and
though-it isstill inavery good state of preservation, the excel'lent
facilities of the Archeologicai Research Laboratory for the measure-
ments, made it possible to reveal imperfections in its form.

For this weight exact measurements could be made at almost any point.
This was not-possible for anyone of the other weights. He have no reason
to beljeve them to be more perfect. Any diameter or height measure may

therefore include possible errors amounting to several tenths of one per
cent.

r--
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Di scuss i on.

It has been shown that the above method for estjmating the, size
;i b;if-ifräpåa weignt 'is superior to weighlng as soon as the
intårior of'the weights may'contain corrosion products.

The statistical considerations, however, show that some im-
orävåment can stiii Ue reached by measuring more points of the
;;i;ht; inån until nåw, especial-ly more-exåct estimation of the
äiufiäiå. äna heignt of the'weighti shouid be considered.

The main prob'lem is, however, sti'll how exactly.we have

irä.ääAäa'in approximating the site of the original we1ght

surface, 'lost l ong ago.

The low standard errors suggest that we have succeeded fajr'ly
weit in this task, but of iöurse, do not prove it'

Some sort of a standard would be very welcome..lt could be a

"åiqni 
of qold oi silver or perhaps ä quarts piece, where the

coriosi on is negl'igi b1e.

A few compact bronze weights have been found. If treated in the
same way as our weigfrts änd perhaps_ comp'leted by chemicai
ana'lvsii of the suriounding äarth'for copper, lead and tin'
iiiäv"lörtä ailö UÄ used as-standards. Cop.per is known to.migrate'
iäää öi-tin may UÄ *åi. favourable. gne iinportant condition in
;;il ; .ase woltd be that the weight was not cleaned before
p.Äpuraiiån ina that the adiacent-earth was taken care of.

The present method of estimating the weights is.not exact enough

to attribute a single weight to one special system of the few

vÄrv similar ones örobabl! used in Sweden, the Standard error
ii'ioö Uig-( 

-t-O,bS 
grami), Vou will need a set of weights'

räV-äi iååti 4-6'5 pi.c"s'io make an attribution reasonablv safe'

Anyhow, further investigations qrq_p'lanned lo glucidate e.g.
gääö.äöhiiai åna chronoTogi.cal diffbrences in the system of
weiötrlirg used in Sweden and elsewhere.

It seems that the random errors of the estimations are]ow
ånough to be accepted. Systematical errors for different ressgns

äi;å-fiö*åver-oUviöLs. rnev call for further studies most'ly
äii..iränlat. pro6ably they wi'll always remain and make our '

concl usions uncerta'in.

The above figures for weights from Burs and from Biörkö have

noi Våt been'coriected toF tne rust peck:. Tl't. correction was

äitiitåt.a to - I %-* 0,8 (SD). After'it has been applied the
rrnit-s wil'l be :
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